Introduction
I intend to discuss a number of interesting 2-locals in sporadic groups and show how code loops, which are certain Moufang loops, may be used to describe the subgroups abstractly.
Existence proofs of parabolic subgroups of sporadics which are independent of the existence proofs of the sporadics have not existed in every case. When available, some such demonstrations of existence have been ad hoc. This paper partially alleviates that problem. It is, I believe, the first systematic attempt to describe some of the more complicated parabolics by a unified theme. I was moved to attempt this by Conway's use of a loop invented by Parker to describe a parabolic of shape 22+ l1 +22 (S, xM~~) in the monster [8] . The first direct construction of this parabolic is due to J. Tits, whose notes (see [35] , especially III and IV, and preprint of [37] ) were circulated months before Conway's work was publicized.
They may well have influenced Conway's construction of the monster, though they do not contain the loop concept.
Extension-theoretic matters arise naturally in the course of the discussion. In particular, nonsplit extensions are often relevant here. By contrast, the parabolic subgroups of groups of Lie type are split extensions because of the Levi factors and one can obtain many of their properties easily because of the (B,N)-structure.
For some time, I have been fascinated by the connection between sporadic groups and exceptional degree 1 and 2 cohomology. It is a pleasure to acknowledge Jack McLaughlin's many observations which directed my attention to aspects of this phenomenon and his mastery of cohomology of groups. In Section 2, I review basic matters about code loops and set up notation to study maps on them.
In Section 3, I discuss a few results about generic behavior of cohomology groups for naturally defined families of groups and modules and examples of nonvanishing cohomology in sporadic groups.
In Section 4, the important example of the loop Q6 is discussed. Its occurrence as a double basis of the Cayley numbers has been well known for some time. The group Aut(0,,) is a nonsplit extension of an elementary abelian 2-group of order 8 by GL (3, 2) . Basic structure information about this group is surprisingly easy to obtain from the loop point of view.
In Section 5, a general nonsplitting result for subgroups of Aut(L), for L a code loop, is obtained.
Other nonsplitting results for group extensions are discussed. In Section 6, the extensions of GL (3, 2) over Zi which occur as maximal 2-locals in sporadics are analyzed.
Since Alperin's early results on these extensions were never published, I give a proof of his result and include additional details about the nonsplit extension.
In Section 7, constructions of several other sporadic parabolics as maps on loops are achieved. I believe that this style of construction will apply to other cases. A basic reference for parabolics in sporadic groups is [29] .
Code loops
In this section, we review some basic definitions and results about code loops, the class of Moufang loops of interest.
Definition.
A loop is a set L with binary composition L x L + L such that there is an identity and for all XE L there is y E L such that xy =yx= 1.
Definition. The loop L is Moufang if one (hence all) of the following identities holds:
(a) xy . w = (x . yz)x, (b) (XY . Z)Y = ~0). ZY), (c) x(y . xz) = (xy . x)2 for all x,y,zEL.
The nonzero real Cayley numbers from a Moufang loop. We are interested in loops which are extensions of elementary abelian 2-groups by Z2. There are two equivalent formulations, (I) and (II) below. The first is due to R. Parker and the second to this author in [22] , where the equivalence of the two procedures was demonstrated. I call such a loop a code loop.
First some notation. If V is a vector space over lFZ and 0 : Vx I/--+ F2 a function satisfying @(O, x) = @(x, 0) = 0 for all x E X, we make P= lFZ x V' into a loop by defin-
x+y).
Use bars for the map P-I', (c,x)+x. Let 6) x2=N(x).
(Cl Lx, Yl = N-G Y) .
(4 1x9 Y, zl = Nx, Y, z) .
(I) Let VE F," for some nr0 and let 9 c V * = V-(0) have characteristic function p. Assume the evenness condition: C,, w p(x) = 0 whenever WI V, dim Wr 4.
There exists a Moufang loop L satisfying (S), (C) and (A).
(II) Let V be a doubly even binary code and let p(x) = +lxl ( = $ the weight of x). There exists a Moufang loop L satisfying (S), (C) and (A).
The evenness condition is automatically satisfied by doubly even codes; see [22] .
We call 9 the set of odd vectors or odd codewords.
We want to define certain groups of maps on loops for use in Section 7. Write P(A), P,!?(A) for the vector space of subsets, even subsets, respectively, of the set A. Proof. Straightforward, using (A) on the fourth line.
(2.5)
The commutator subgroup of X is Z= (zs 1 B = ifl j for some i, j E C) if M is noncommutative.
Some generic behavior of cohomology and exceptional behavior within sporadic groups
Many individuals have observed that cohomology of a family of groups tends to have a regular pattern, except at the beginning of the series. Early examples of this may be seen in the work of Schur [31, 32] and Steinberg [33, 34] .
It is hard to say who first articulated this general observation. McLaughlin had done so by the late 1960's. In [5] , credit is given to [6] and [27] (Landazuri was a student of McLaughlin).
I am aware of the following general results which are relevant to the above situation. The first concerns behavior as the rank increases and the second as the field increases.
Theorem 3.1 (Friedlander, 1976 [15] ). Let k be a field with more than 2 elements and let G,(k) be one of GL, , SL,, U, , 0, , Sp,, , SO, over k and let q be a prime, q + char k. Then, the natural map
is an isomorphism for certain specified values of i (when G, = GL,, SL, or U,, is 2n implies isomorphism). An important code loop is a subloop of the nonzero Cayley numbers. It is based on the unique binary Hamming code H with parameters [7, 4, 3] . One representation is the span of ( (1111000) Then (ab)*=b*a*, cc*>0 if c#O and CC*ER, for all a,b,c. Thus, C is a normed real division algebra, and is in fact the Cayley numbers [lo] .
A pleasant way to write 0i6 is the following. The elements are f 1 and fx, where x ranges over the days of the week. Define Monday. Tuesday = Thursday and require the multiplication to be preserved by the natural 7-cycle on the days of the week. The rest of the multiplication table follows from centrality of f 1 and the rules (S), (C) and (A); it is given in Table 1 below. I thank George Glauberman for explaining this to me and pointing out the reference [lo] .
Call an automorphism o of a code loop L diagonal if it is trivial on L. This means that a may be identified with /3 E Horn@, IF,) by (c,x)* = (c+p(x),x).
The group of 
Proof. (i) is obvious. As for (ii), one only needs (i) and to observe that (S), (C), (A) and centrality of (& 1) form a set of defining relations for 0r6. In (iii), if 0 is nontrivial on Or6 := 0r6/Z(Or6), there is a basis xt,X2,x3 of Or6 with a :X1 *X5, X3 ~2~. Lift K, to xl E Or6 and define x2=x;. If a lift x3 eOr6 of R3 satisfies x:75x3, xf=-x3. Note that (x~x~)~=x~x~ =-x1x2. SO, we replace x3 by ~1~2x3 to get (iii).
Theorem 4.2. Aut(O16) is a non-split extension 23. L,(2).
Proof. Let A variation on the loop Or6 is 5? = Or6 x z2, which is a code loop afforded by the code Eic I$ spanned by our binary Hamming code Hc IF: c IFi and (1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1).
(ii) A = Aut (9) contains Aut Or6 and has structure O,(A) = (Z:)2 x z2, A 2 (Aut Or6)xZ2 and A" = {SEA la is trivial on Z(9)}2:Aut(O16) and 02(A") is a direct sum of two modules, each isomorphic to O,(Aut (Dr6).
(iii) A does not contain a copy of GL (3, 2) .
Nonvanishing degree 2 cohomology
I have been interested in ways to find nonsplit extesions, both because of my general interest in group extension theory and my wish to understand subgroups of finite simple groups. The code loop situation provides new applications. Just for fun, I will review my criteria.
(I) ('The permutation trick ', 1970 [19] ). Let G be a subgroup of 2, and suppose that G has an involution t which moves 4 (mod 8) letters and lies in every subgroup of index 2 in G. Then, the preimage G of G in a covering group of .X,, is nonsplit; in fact, if Z=Ker(G+G), Z~G'EZ(G), so that G has Schur multiplier of even order.
In fact, one has a similar result by replacing 2, by O(n, R) and the hypothesis on letters moved by the requirement that t have 4 (mod 8) eigenvalues -1. R. Steinberg explained this to me; it is implicit in Schur [32] . See the paper of Garrison and Gagola [17] for an interesting discussion of these ideas and related ones.
(II) ('The extraspecial trick', 1973 [20] ). Let G50E(2n,2), an orthogonal group on V= Ep. Suppose that there are t E G, It I= 2 and a 2-dimensional subspace W such that (a) t fixes w E W, w f 0 nonsingular; (b) W is nonsingular and t interchanges the two vectors in W-(w); (c)if H={gEGI f g ixes w}, then t lies in every subgroup of index 2 in H. Then H2(G, V) is nonzero.
In fact, the natural extension of G on I/ given by Aut(2i+2") is nonsplit.
(III) ('The Chevalley group trick', 1979 [18] ). Suppose that pr5, that pi ICI, where G 5 G(K), where K is a field of characteristic p and G is a Chevalley group functor. Let M be the adjoint module for G(K). Then H2(G,M)#0.
To prove this, we may assume jGI =p and G(K) is untwisted. Then consider the extension of G(K) by A4 obtained by constructing G(R) where R is a local ring with J= rad(R), J2 = 0 #J, R/JzK and J=pR. The result follows by an easy induction argument.
The analogous statements for p= 2 and 3 are false for A,(2) and A,(3), respectively.
The smallest case (III) applies to give H2(G,M,) 20 where G =A, (5) is the simple group of order 60 and where we write Mk for an irreducible module of dimension k= 1,3 and 5; these are all the 1F,G-irreducibles.
Since M, is the Steinberg module and the Schur multiplier of G has order prime to 5, H2(G,Mk) =0 for k#3. On the other hand, Shapiro's lemma implies that if the prime q divides the order of the finite group H, there exists an irreducible N in characteristic q such that H*(H,N)#O.
For H=G and q=5, we have found that N=M,.
(IV) Let G be a subgroup of Aut( V) where V is a doubly even binary code. Assume the existence of t and Was in (II) and replace 'nonsingular' by 'odd code word'. Then H2(G, V)#O. In fact the extension of G given by Aut(@, where P is the code loop afforded by V, is nonsplit.
The proof of (II) with little change carries over to a proof of (IV apply (IV).
A theorem of Alperin
In the late 1960's and early 1970's, work on simple groups of low 2-rank was of great importance in the classification of finite simple groups. Extensions of GL(3,2) by faithful modules ZiO were of special interest here since 2-locals in several finite simple groups are of this shape. A basic result about such extension was announced by Alperin [l] , but he did not publish details. We do so here. Note that O'Nan requires them in his paper [28] on the simple group of order 29345 . 73s 11. 19.31.
Some results in this section may be covered in the recent work [38] . Proof. This is a well-known result. Probably the easiest way to do this from scratch is to write out the projective indecomposables for [F2GL (3, 2) implies that u~u~'ENU(V)=I or U2=U4.
Lemma 6.1. Let G be a group, V a G-module and f: G-t V a I-cocycle, i.e., a function which satisfies f (xy) = f (x)Y + f (y). Then
At once, u1 = u2 and uI = u3 follow. Choose a free E-module P such that V/2"Vz 0 as R-modules, and let G, be the inverse image of G@ in GL((7). The kernel K of rc : G, + G@ is abelian and is isomorphic to Hom(M, M) as an [F,G-module. This module is isomorphic to [F, @ S, where S is the Steinberg module. Thus, n is a split epimorphism, and the splitting is unique up to conjugacy. The induction is now complete.
(ii) This follows from (i) and the complex character table of G. H'(G, V,,)+H'(G, V,-,) and an isomorphism H2(G, V,,)-+H2(G, V,_,) 
. If m z n, there is no inclusion of B, in B,. For m < n, there is an embedding B,-+A,.
Proof of (a), the case k = 1. We use induction on n. For 
(xy) = f(x)"+f(y), f is constant on right cosets of B. Take ge G-B, lgl=7, and set u =f(g). For nr 1 define E(n) = CF,Ag". Lemma 6.l(iii) implies that f(g") = uEt"). If v=O, f=O since G=(B,g).
Assume loI= 2', rz 2. We shall derive a contradiction, proving that if u # 0, IuI = 2. Then p* = 0 follows. So, we assume r<2. Define S:= {oE(@lk= 1,...,7};
then ImCf)=SU{O}. We shall prove several properties of S.
We claim that SB = S. This is clear from the equation f (xb) = f (x)b + f (b) = f (x)b.
Let (u) be a Sylow 7-group of B. Then (u) is transitive on S since ISI = 7 and u fixes no nonzero vector of V,. Thus, the stabilizer in B of an element of S has order 3.
Take an integer mE(l,...,
6). Lemma 6.l(ii) implies that f(g-m)=-f(gm)smm.
There are unique integers p, q E (0, . . . ,6} so that f (g-") = vu' and f(g") = uu4 Since H' is generated by elements of order 3 and Aut(u) is a 2-group, v H = ( + u} ,
+ S = uG and H'S C(o). This contradicts Proposition

6.4(ii).
Since p* = 0, the long exact cohomology '*=O HIV;,-,, It is well known that the two types of extension of Zi by GL(3,2) (nontrivial action) occur as maximal 2-locals in sporadic groups. The split one occurs in the Higman-Sims group and the nonsplit one occurs in the O'Nan group. It seems worthwhile to display this nonsplit extension as an explicit matrix group, in fact as a subgroup of GL(3,2/8Z), and record some properties.
Proposition 6.6. Let G = GL(3,2). (a) The matrices in GL(3,Z/872) have orders 7, 2 and 3, respectively. (b) (t, y) zZ~ and (x, y) is nonabelian of order 21. (c) x,y and t satisfy ~'=y~=y-'xyx-~=t~=
1 =(_~t)~=(xt)~.
(d) (x, y, t > = (x, t > = G via the natural map GL(3, U8Z) -+ GL(3,2) 'reduction modulo 2'.
(e) Up to conjugacy in GL(3,2/2"Z), for any nz 1, there is a unique subgroup isomorphic to G. 
Then P, = (s2, t > and P2 = (s2,st > are four-groups.
Proof. It is straightforward to check (a), (b) and (c). From [9, p. 2161, we get that (c) implies (d). Define G, : = GL(3,2/2"2) and let @,,. be the natural map G, + G,, for m 2 n.
Set K,, ,, :=Ker @M,n. Then, as a module for Gi, K,,,. : = K,,"/K,,.+ 1 is isomorphic to the space of 3 x 3 matrices with Gi acting by conjugation. This module is the direct sum of the trivial module and the Steinberg module, which is projective and injective. To get existence, we quote Proposition 6.4(i) or use induction on m. Namely, we observe that H2(Gl,Z?m,n)zH2(G1, [F,)z IF, but that the nontrivial extension of G, does not arise here. If it did, we would have a subgroup H= SL(2,7) of G,, and, by induction, the involution ZE Z(H) acts by a scalar Q = 1 + 2"-'. Then det z = (r3 = a # 1, whereas H is perfect. To get uniqueness up to conjugacy, we useH'(G1,Rm,.)=O for n=l,..., m-l. The proof of (f) is straightforward.
Proposition 6.7. Let n 11 and let G, = G,,,, G, = G,,. represent the two isornorphism types of extensions of GL(3,2) over V=Z&, with G, split over V. (i) G;/@(V) is split if and only if i = 1. (ii) In Gi, let T be a Sylow 3-group and let S, E Syl,(N(T)). Then S,,= D2"+1. In particular, Gi -V contains involutions. (iii) Let F be the inverse image in Gi of a Z, subgroup of Gi/V* Then F splits over V if and only if i = 1. In the nonsplit case, if x E F maps to a generator of F/VZ.&,X~EV-@p(V).
Thus,theexponentofG,is4.3.7ifn=land2"=3.7 ifnr2andtheexponentofG2is2"+2.3.7ifnz1. (
ii) Set (u,)=C,~(T).
Then IS,:<u,)l=2. Let s,,E&-(u,). The groups {(u, > 1 n 2 l} form an inverse system. Let c, E 2/2";2 be defined by v$ = c,, u, , Then the class of (c,, c,, . . . , ) in the 2-adic integers is -1, so there is an integer no > 0 such that n, >no implies c,=-1 (mod 2"l).
Given our integer n, we take nl > max{n, no}. Since (u, >, sn is the image of (u,), S n,, respectively, under natural maps G,,, --t G,, , we get c, = c,,i = -1 (mod 2"). To get (ii), all we need to do is show that S, splits over (v,) . Let m = min{n 1 S, is nonsplit over (v,>} and assume rn<m. For any k, s~EQ~(<u~)). So, si+i=l and, applying the natural map Gi,+ , + G,, , we get si = 1, a contradiction which proves (ii).
(iii) It suffices to assume n = 1. Let G = G, 1 and let 
(G), Q = C,(o). Then IO,(Q)1 =25 and Q/O,(Q)E&; if h 6 Q, Ihl=3, Co(h)=(u) x (h). By (ii),
A representation of the nonsplit Alperin extension by matrices
Denote by Alp, the unique nonsplit extension of GL(3,2) by Zj. We give Alp as a subgroup of GL(4,Z/8Z) contained in the subgroup Q consisting of all matrices of the form 
(rIM)(r'IM')=(r+r"MIMM').
We have O,(Q) = {(r I I) I r E Z',} and we take V:=AlpnOz(Q)=02(Alp) to be
We define x= (0 IX), y = (0 I Y) and t = (r. 1 T), w h ere t is chosen to satisfy y'=y-' (which requires r, to have the form r,= (k, k, k)) and to make ytx have order 16
(which requires k to be odd); ro=(l, 1,l) works.
The 168 Alperin matrices are listed in Table 2 in the following order: first, the 21 matricesx'yjfor i=O,..., 6 and j = 0, 1,2 in the order (i, j) = (0, 0), (0, l), . . . , (6,2) ; second, the 147 matrices x'yJtxk for i, k = 0, . . . , 6 and j = 0,1,2 in the order (i, j, k) = (O,O,O),(O,O,~),...,(O,~,O),(O,~,~) ,..., (6, 2, 6) . The Alperin matrices are therefore a system of coset representatives for Oz(Alp) in Alp, where Alp is a particular subgroup of GL(4,Z/8Z) isomorphic to the nonsplit extension Zi. GL (3, 2) . The fact that (x, y, t) is this extension follows from Theorem 6.5 (the proof of (a) for k = 2), Proposition 6.7(ii) and the facts that when n = 1, two nonconjugate complements to O,(G,) in the split extension Gt meet in a group of odd order (of order 21, in fact) and that a pair of conjugate complements meet in a &-subgroup.
Descriptions of sporadic parabolics by loops
Our purpose here is to make a few loop-theoretic descriptions of certain sporadic 2-locals. We concentrate on a few nontrivial examples and do not attempt an exhaustive treatment. We use notation of Section 6.
The group Aut 0i6. This occurs as a maximal 2-local in G,(K), where K is any field of characteristic not 2.
The group 2. Parabolics of shape &GL (3, 2) in HiS and O'Nan
We have already discussed the two isomorphism types of such 2-constrained groups; see Section 6. The split one occurs as a maximal 2-local in the Higman-Sims group and the nonsplit one as a maximal 24ocal in the O'Nan group. The parabolic 23 " GL (3, 2) in Rudvalis' group, Ru
The subgroup P satisfies: O,(P) has class 2, Z = Z(O,(P)) is a 3-dimensional irreducible for P:= P/02(P)zGL (3, 2) , O,(P)/Z is the Steinberg module for p. If we go to the covering group G we find that O,(P) has class 2 and that O&'= Z(O,(p)) is the direct sum of a 3-and a l-dimensional module for GL (3, 2) . Furthermore, P= 02(P)L^, L^tl O*(p) = Z(O,(P)) and L^= Z2 x Aut 0i6. See [21] , [7] for details. GL(3,2) ).
Proof. Let S be the Steinberg module for F,G, G=GL(3,2).
Let 1 -+R+F-+S+ 1 be a free presentation for the group S and let
R,=(F'nR)<x21xER)
and
R,=[R,F](x~IxER)
Then RrR,rR,, R/R,ES and R/R,gA'S@S. We may lift the action of G on S to the action of a group G1 on F/R,, where G, /02(G1) 3 G and 02(Gt) z Hom(S,/12S@ S) as G-modules.
Since S is projective and injective so is Hom(S, A2S @ S), which implies that Gt contains a copy of G, unique up to conjugacy.
The construction of a group Q as above is equivalent to choosing R2 5 R, I R to satisfy (a) R, is G-invariant
How unique is this choice? Certainly, R, fl R' is determined, by Lemma 7.1, so we need only study R/R, fl R', which looks like 23+8is = (23 x 28)28 or 23Zi. The group R3 corresponds to a central G-chief factor of shape 2' in this and so R3 is uniquely determined.
We take Q = F/R,.
Condition
(iv) is easy to handle, given Q and G<Aut(Q). We argue that Qh = Z. Certainly, Qi is a G-submodule of Z=PE(H), of shape (3 3')t. In the group R=XYZ we define R,zQ,, by R,/Qo=CRlQo(G)zZ2.
By considering the G-action on the Lie rings associated to R, and Q,, one sees that it suffices to prove Ri = Z. Observe that there is an a such that a,= 1. For instance, [x(i, d)x(j,e)] =z$ye) implies that some a,#O. We now claim that, for any such (Y, z, E Ri. If false, p,(d, e) + qa(d, e) = 0 for all d, e or that N(d, e) is linear in d and e, which is false. We conclude that zinj E Qi. High transitivity implies that ZI Q& Let A =Aut(0t6) and let A act on L by geA,g : (ak)+((aks-')g). Then g E Diag@i,) = O&4) acts by (ak) + (akz (k,S)) for some SeHcPE(Q).
The group ZA 5Z; satisfies ZfIA = sot(Z) and l+Z+ZA-,GL(3,2)-+1 is split, according to Lemma 7.3. We take P, := QoA s2,, proving the Lemma.
We give explicit generators for Q,, modulo Z. Let {ii, i2, is} be a basis of H and let {d,, d2,d3} be a basis of 0i6 modulo its center. We take them to express the duality of H and H*. An element of XYZ/Z may be represented by a 3 x 6 matrix over [F,, where the elementary matrix unit Ejk stands for the coset of x(ij,dk) if ks 3 and for the coset of ~$4, ik) if 4 I kl6. Let ML, MR , respectively; be the span of the Ejk for j = 1,2,3 and for k = 1,2,3 and 4,5,6, respectively.
We may identify the action of G on this set of matrices by taking the natural action of G on Vs 0 k's to be the action on MR. Since iML is not a module direct 
Proposition 7.4. P= P,/soc(Z).
Proof. Lemma 7.2.
A slight variation of this idea ought to give p, possibly something using the extended code for Hx(Q) in lF:.
Remark 7.5. It is not always necessary to employ the loop concept to describe parabolics in sporadics.
In the monster, the centralizer of a 2-central involution has shape (2, 1'24)(.1) and is described with the theory of extraspecial groups and their automorphisms. Some 2-locals in sporadics are so small that no special theories are needed.
Remark 7.6. To study representations of certain sporadic parabolics P, it is useful to have a group p with a quotient isomorphic to P. The kernels of relevant P+ P are Z2 for P = (2: + *")(SZE(2n, 2)) in J2, J3, Suz, .I ; & =(22+'1+22 K& xM2,) in 6 ; z: = 23 + *GL (3, 2) in Ru.
